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^ "Release notes 0.15". In August 2004 a US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) report[22] conservatively estimated that $15.8 billion was lost annually by the U.S. capital facilities industry due to inadequate interoperability arising from "the highly fragmented nature of the industry, the industry’s continued paper-based business
practices, a lack of standardization, and inconsistent technology adoption among stakeholders".[citation needed] An early BIM standard was the CIMSteel Integration Standard, CIS/2, a product model and data exchange file format for structural steel project information (CIMsteel: Computer Integrated Manufacturing of Constructional Steelwork).
ISBN 978-0-7844-1052-3. The B1M Limited. Official website Retrieved from " 2Process used to design and document building and infrastructure designs "BIM" redirects here. 20 (5): 601–9. ^ "License". As FreeCAD (and also LibreCAD) has dependencies on Open Cascade, which prior to version 6.7.0 was only compatible with GPLv2,[11] it couldn't
use the GNU LibreDWG library as GPLv2 and GPLv3 are essentially incompatible.[12][13] Open CASCADE technology was contacted by Debian team in 2009, and 2012 got a reply that Open CASCADE technology was considering dual-licensing OCCT (the library), however they postponed that move. Expertise concerning the possibility of
implementing BIM methodology in Poland")" (PDF). Digital Engineering. San Rafael, CA, Autodesk, Inc" (PDF). 3.3.15. ^ "Towards 5D CAD — Dynamic Cost and Resource Planning for Specialist Contractors by William O'Brien". Nationalbimstandard.org. Organisations implement company-specific BIM standards and protocols at best (there are
isolated examples of cross-industry alliances).[citation needed] Oceania Australia In February 2016, Infrastructure Australia recommended: "Governments should make the use of Building Information Modelling (BIM) mandatory for the design of large-scale complex infrastructure projects. Archived from the original on 13 May 2016. The official site.
FreeCAD itself can also be used as a library by other programs.[6] There are moves to expand FreeCAD in the architecture, electrical, and construction (AEC) engineering sectors and to add building information modeling (BIM) functionality with the Arch Module.[7] As of late 2020, 3D Models searcher of CADENAS called 3DfindIT.com is integrated
into FreeCAD.[8] Supported file formats FreeCAD's own main file format is FreeCAD Standard file format (.FCStd).[9] It is a standard zip file that holds files in a certain structure.[9] Document.xml file has all geometric and parametric objects definitions.[9] GuiDocument.xml then has visual representation details of objects.[9] Other files include brepfiles for objects and thumbnail of drawing.[9] Besides FreeCAD's own file format, files can be exported and imported in DXF, SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics), STEP, IGES, STL (STereoLithography), OBJ (Wavefront), DAE (Collada), SCAD (OpenSCAD), IV (Inventor) and IFC.[10] DWG support FreeCAD's support for the important DWG file format has
been problematic due to software license compatibility problems with the GNU LibreDWG library. Retrieved 13 December 2013. ISBN 978-0470590898 Weygant, Robert S. Retrieved 8 April 2016 ^ "Imagining construction's digital future". ^ *Will we have to get used to "BIM Washing"? ^ "CERL's COBie is National Institute of Building Sciences
Approved". Modeling & Simulation-Based Data Engineering: Introducing Pragmatics into Ontologies for Net-Centric Information Exchange by Bernard P. doi:10.1016/0926-5805(92)90014-B. In spite of this, BIM usage was reported by only 22% of respondents to a 2014 survey.[55] In 2019, government officials said BIM could help save up to 20% by
shortening construction time, and urged wider adoption by infrastructure ministries.[56] Iran The Iran Building Information Modeling Association (IBIMA) was founded in 2012 by professional engineers from five universities in Iran, including the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department at Amirkabir University of Technology.[57] While it is
not currently active, IBIMA aims to share knowledge resources to support construction engineering management decision-making.[58][59] Malaysia BIM implementation is targeted towards BIM Stage 2 by the year 2020 led by the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB Malaysia). ^ "BIM Institute | Africa's voice for Building Information
Modelling (BIM)". ^ van Havre, Yorik (2016). ISBN 978-1-926724-22-5. Forbes, Syed M. Horman" (PDF). It can allow architects and engineers to integrate and analyze environmental issues in their design over the life cycle of the asset.[49] International developments This section needs to be updated. A related resource which describes additional
permissions or alternative licenses for a Work which may be available. Archived from the original on 1 March 2014. Building information model of a mechanical room developed from lidar data Building information modeling (BIM) is a process supported by various tools, technologies and contracts involving the generation and management of digital
representations of physical and functional characteristics of places. ^ Laiserin, J. Archived from the original on 22 October 2014. ^ "Release notes 0.11 - FreeCAD Documentation". O'Brien. BIM plus. The Ministry of Construction announced BIM was as the key application technology of informatisation in "Ten new technologies of construction
industry" (by 2010).[50] The Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) clearly announced BIM technology as a national key research and application project in "12th Five-Year" Science and Technology Development Planning. laiserin.com. structuremag.org. Therefore, the year 2011 was described as "The First Year of China's BIM".[51] Hong Kong
In 2006 the Hong Kong Housing Authority introduced BIM,[52] and then set a target of full BIM implementation in 2014/2015. The Government Building Authority bases its processes on BIM in open formats to increase process speed and quality, and all large and several small and medium-sized contractors use BIM. Accessed: 4 September 2015.
Construction Manager: BIM+. Archived (PDF) from the original on 5 May 2021. 2020-12-21. Archived from the original on 6 March 2013. You’ll be able to download your table data via Google Takeout until March 3, 2020. BIM Task Group. h ^ DECRETO LEGISLATIVO 18 aprile 2016, n. A CDE is used to share data across a project or asset lifecycle,
supporting collaboration across a whole project team (the meaning overlaps with enterprise content management, ECM, but with a greater focus on BIM issues). Archived from the original on 30 May 2012. Building Sciences Monthly e-Newsletter. SmartMarket Report. psu.edu. Archived from the original on 5 April 2016.
doi:10.1016/j.proeng.2017.04.211. Such problems were initially addressed by Leite and Akinci when developing a vulnerability representation of facility contents and threats for supporting the identification of vulnerabilities in building emergencies.[47] Dynamic information about the building, such as sensor measurements and control signals from
the building systems, can also be incorporated within BIM software to support analysis of building operation and maintenance.[48] There have been attempts at creating information models for older, pre-existing facilities. Norway In Norway BIM has been used increasingly since 2008. Retrieved 29 May 2012. BIM Africa Initiative, primarily based in
Nigeria, is a non-profit institute advocating the adoption of BIM across Africa.[113] Since 2018, it has been engaging with professionals and the government towards the digital transformation of the built industry.[114][115] Produced annually by its research and development committee, the African BIM Report gives an overview of BIM adoption
across the African continent.[116] South Africa The South African BIM Institute, established in May 2015, aims to enable technical experts to discuss digital construction solutions that can be adopted by professionals working within the construction sector. Archived from the original on 9 June 2020. ^ "IEC 81346-12:2018 Abstract". Retrieved 25
February 2012. doi:10.1016/j.autcon.2010.11.027. Archived from the original on 25 June 2016. Solid Modeling with the Power of Python, Packt Publishing, Birmingham, ISBN 978-1-84951-886-4. austrian-standards.at. Facilitating exchange and interoperability of information in digital format was variously with differing terminology: by Graphisoft as
"Virtual Building" or "Single Building Model",[17] Bentley Systems as "Integrated Project Models", and by Autodesk or Vectorworks as "Building Information Modeling".[17] In 2002, Autodesk released a white paper entitled "Building Information Modeling,"[18] and other software vendors also started to assert their involvement in the field.[19]
[unreliable source?] By hosting contributions from Autodesk, Bentley Systems and Graphisoft, plus other industry observers, in 2003,[20][unreliable source?] Jerry Laiserin helped popularize and standardize the term as a common name for the digital representation of the building process.[21] Interoperability and BIM standards As some BIM software
developers have created proprietary data structures in their software, data and files created by one vendor's applications may not work in other vendor solutions. Archived (PDF) from the original on 15 September 2020. Messner, Anthony J. libregraphicsworld.org. 2012 Business Value of BIM in South Korea (English). Singapore The Building and
Construction Authority (BCA) has announced that BIM would be introduced for architectural submission (by 2013), structural and M&E submissions (by 2014) and eventually for plan submissions of all projects with gross floor area of more than 5,000 square meters by 2015. Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley. ^ "Green-Washing and Cloud-Washing –
Terms you must know relative to BIM – Not to mention BIM-Washing". Retrieved 2013-08-22. Archived from the original on 14 January 2016. ^ "The level-2 BIM package". ’BIM Handbook: A Guide to Building Information Modeling for Owners, Managers, Designers, Engineers, and Contractors (2 ed.). "BIM mandate for transport projects in Germany
confirmed for 2020". History Chuck Eastman The concept of BIM has existed since the 1970s. Yet many early adopters are confident that BIM will grow to play an even more crucial role in building documentation.[120] Proponents claim that BIM offers: Improved visualization Improved productivity due to easy retrieval of information Increased
coordination of construction documents Embedding and linking of vital information such as vendors for specific materials, location of details and quantities required for estimation and tendering Increased speed of delivery Reduced costs BIM also contains most of the data needed for building performance analysis.[121] The building properties in BIM
can be used to automatically create the input file for building performance simulation and save a significant amount of time and effort.[122] Moreover, automation of this process reduce errors and mismatches in the building performance simulation process. ^ "BS 1192-4:2014 Collaborative production of information. Retrieved 7 July 2017. "Analysis
of modeling effort and impact of different levels of detail in building information models". National Development Plan, 2018 - 2027. "CITP". ^ "4D BIM Modeling: Improve Cost, Scheduling and Coordination of Building Project". Lévy, François (2011). Archived from the original on 19 June 2020. Martin Viveros (ed.). Management of building information
models Building information models span the whole concept-to-occupation time-span. BIM in green building Main article: Building information modeling in green building BIM in green building, or "green BIM", is a process that can help architecture, engineering and construction firms to improve sustainability in the built environment. UK BS and PAS
1192 specifications form the basis of further parts of the ISO 19650 series, with parts on asset management (Part 3) and security management (Part 5) published in 2020.[30] The IEC/ISO 81346 series for reference designation has published 81346-12:2018,[31] also known as RDS-CW (Reference Designation System for Construction Works). NIBS.
Understanding BIM: The Past, Present and Future. ^ "Release notes 0.17". sia - schweizerischer ingenieur- und architektenverein. BIM Thinkspace. "Setting a Standard in Building Information Modeling (Architect Magazine)". Archived from the original on 13 December 2013. ^ D.lgs. However, the modular nature of FreeCAD allows the user to adapt
its workflow for such environments via the use of plugins. ISBN 978-0-470-54137-1. BIM applications allow extraction of different views from a building model for drawing production and other uses. ^ "BIM must become standard for construction in Germany says minister". The New Zealand government started a BIM acceleration committee, as part
of a productivity partnership with the goal of 20 per cent more efficiency in the construction industry by 2020.[119] Future potential BIM is a relatively new technology in an industry typically slow to adopt change. ^ Rahmani Asl, Mohammad; Saied Zarrinmehr; Wei Yan (2013). Classes Work a potentially copyrightable work License a set of
requests/permissions to users of a Work, e.g. a copyright license, the public domain, information for distributors Jurisdiction the legal jurisdiction of a license Permission an action that may or may not be allowed or desired Requirement an action that may or may not be requested of you Prohibition something you may be asked not to do Reproduction
making multiple copies Distribution distribution, public display, and publicly performance Derivative Works distribution of derivative works Sharing permits commercial derivatives, but only non-commercial distribution Notice copyright and license notices be kept intact Attribution credit be given to copyright holder and/or author Source Code source
code (the preferred form for making modifications) must be provided when exercising some rights granted by the license. Archived (PDF) from the original on 4 July 2016. Rather than exploring the physical building, he may turn to the model and see that a water valve is located in the suspect location. PBC Today. BIM Plus. ^ White, Jack (16
December 2015). BuildingSmart Hong Kong was inaugurated in Hong Kong SAR in late April 2012.[53] The Government of Hong Kong mandates the use of BIM for all government projects over HK$30M since 1 January 2018.[54] India In India BIM is also known as VDC: Virtual Design and Construction. Archived (PDF) from the original on 8
November 2018. "UK PROCUREMENT FRAMEWORK INFORMS ITALY'S MOVE TO MANDATE BIM". Also, there is a BIM work group established by Lietuvos Architektų Sąjunga (a Lithuanian architects body). The Netherlands On 1 November 2011, the Rijksgebouwendienst, the agency within the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the
Environment that manages government buildings, introduced the Rgd BIM Standard,[80] which it updated on 1 July 2012. ^ "Building information modelling (BIM)". jolahde.kapsi.fi. This is intended to aid facilities managers in the operation and maintenance of the facility.[151] The term is less commonly used in the UK and has been replaced with
reference to the Asset Information Requirements (AIR) and an Asset Information Model (AIM) as specified in BS EN ISO 19650-3:2020.[152] See also Data model Design computing Digital twin (the physical manifestation instrumented and connected to the model) GIS Digital Building Logbook Lean construction Macro BIM OpenStreetMap Pre-fire
planning System information modelling Whole Building Design Guide References ^ Eastman, Charles; Fisher, David; Lafue, Gilles; Lividini, Joseph; Stoker, Douglas; Yessios, Christos (September 1974). ^ "Driving digital transformation in West African construction sector". Retrieved 8 April 2014. (August 2004). 23 January 2019. Archived from the
original on 4 June 2016. "What next for AEC software?". Waste can be minimised on-site and products delivered on a just-in-time basis rather than being stock-piled on-site.[46] Quantities and shared properties of materials can be extracted easily. ^ Kensek, Karen (2014). Toward Adoption of Building Information Modelling in the Nigeria AEC
industry. Ibima.ir. Retrieved 16 August 2016. (2002) "Comparing Pommes and Naranjas Archived 2017-07-29 at the Wayback Machine", The Laiserin Letter, 16 December 2002. These different views are automatically consistent, being based on a single definition of each object instance.[37] BIM software also defines objects parametrically; that is, the
objects are defined as parameters and relations to other objects so that if a related object is amended, dependent ones will automatically also change.[37] Each model element can carry attributes for selecting and ordering them automatically, providing cost estimates as well as material tracking and ordering.[37] For the professionals involved in a
project, BIM enables a virtual information model to be shared by the design team (architects, landscape architects, surveyors, civil, structural and building services engineers, etc.), the main contractor and subcontractors, and the owner/operator. Since 2010, the Korean government has been gradually increasing the scope of BIM-mandated projects.
The industry is still working with conventional 2D CAD systems in services and structural designs, although production could be in 3D systems. We understand you may not agree with this decision, but we hope you'll find alternatives that are just as useful, including BigQuery, Cloud SQL, Maps Platform, and Data Studio. Frequently Asked Questions
What will happen to my Google Fusion Tables data? Archived from the original on 20 June 2013. In early 2018 the Italian Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport issued a decree (DM 01/12/17) creating a governmental BIM Mandate compelling public client organisations to adopt a digital approach by 2025, with an incremental obligation which will
start on 1 January 2019.[78][79] Lithuania Lithuania is moving towards adoption of BIM infrastructure by founding a public body "Skaitmeninė statyba" (Digital Construction), which is managed by 13 associations. Several large public clients require use of BIM in open formats (IFC) in most or all of their projects. USACE ERDC. Retrieved 3 November
2013. A Slovak implementation strategy created by BIMaS and supported by the Chamber of Civil Engineers and Chamber of Architects has yet to be approved by Slovak authorities due to their low interest in such innovation.[85] Spain A July 2015 meeting at Spain’s Ministry of Infrastructure [Ministerio de Fomento] launched the country’s national
BIM strategy, making BIM a mandatory requirement on public sector projects with a possible starting date of 2018.[86] Following a February 2015 BIM summit in Barcelona, professionals in Spain established a BIM commission (ITeC) to drive the adoption of BIM in Catalonia.[87] Switzerland Since 2009 through the initiative of buildingSmart
Switzerland, then 2013, BIM awareness among a broader community of engineers and architects was raised due to the open competition for Basel's Felix Platter Hospital[88] where a BIM coordinator was sought. Global BIM. Archived from the original on 8 June 2013. Due to its population and economic growth, India has an expanding construction
market. "What is a federated Building Information Model?". Abstract ^ Aish, R. ^ "Frequently Asked Questions about the GNU Licenses – Is GPLv3 compatible with GPLv2?". Retrieved 19 August 2016. ISBN 978-0-470-58357-9 Hardin, Brad (2009). ^ "Release notes 0.19". Archived from the original on 17 October 2020. The ÖNORM A 6241-1 (BIM
Level 2), which replaced the ÖNORM A 6240-4, has been extended in the detailed and executive design stages, and corrected in the lack of definitions. ^ Mills, Fred. ^ "GSA Web Site". Arch Daily. (2013). Archived from the original on 21 March 2018. Archived from the original on 12 November 2009. Phoronix. Unlike some countries such as the UK,
the US has not adopted a set of national BIM guidelines, allowing different systems to remain in competition.[108] In 2021, the National Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) looked at applying UK BIM experiences to developing shared US BIM standards and processes. ^ "BIM Roundtable Discussion". Retrieved 21 January 2019. ^ "La Comissió
Construïm el Futur (transl: The Commission Building the Future)". The American Institute of Architects has defined BIM as "a model-based technology linked with a database of project information",[3] and this reflects the general reliance on database technology as the foundation. Retrieved 27 August 2017. 23 com. As with many modern 3D CAD
modelers, FreeCAD has a 2D component to facilitate 3D-to-2D drawing conversion. Archived from the original on 29 January 2019. Retrieved 27 May 2020. It considers a project’s time schedule and cost in addition to the standard spatial design parameters in 3-D."[147] 6D 6D BIM, an acronym for 6-dimensional building information modeling, is
sometimes used to refer to the intelligent linking of individual 3D components or assemblies with all aspects of project life-cycle management information.[148][149][150] However, there is less consensus about the definition of 6D BIM; it is also sometimes used to cover use of BIM for sustainability purposes.[124] In the project life cycle context, a 6D
model is usually delivered to the owner when a construction project is finished. BIM software is used by individuals, businesses and government agencies who plan, design, construct, operate and maintain buildings and diverse physical infrastructures, such as water, refuse, electricity, gas, communication utilities, roads, railways, bridges, ports and
tunnels. RDF users might be interested in our machine-readable RDF Schema. (2003) "The BIM Page Archived 2015-07-08 at the Wayback Machine", The Laiserin Letter. External links Wikimedia Commons has media related to FreeCAD. 14 May 2013. Building Information Modeling: BIM in Current and Future Practice (1st ed.). Archived from the
original on 12 January 2013. Analyticstore.construction.com. ^ a b c Eastman, Chuck (August 2009). Retrieved 19 December 2016. ^ East, William. BIM has also been a subject of events by the Swiss Society for Engineers and Architects, SIA.[89] United Kingdom In May 2011 UK Government Chief Construction Adviser Paul Morrell called for BIM
adoption on UK government construction projects.[90] Morrell also told construction professionals to adopt BIM or be "Betamaxed out".[91] In June 2011 the UK government published its BIM strategy,[92] announcing its intention to require collaborative 3D BIM (with all project and asset information, documentation and data being electronic) on its
projects by 2016. ^ Leite, Fernanda; Akinci, Burcu (2012). FreeCAD is able to import and export a limited subset[16] of the DWG format via the ODA File Converter (the former OpenDWG library). ^ "BIM Summit 2015 calls for greater co-operation". Retrieved 22 March 2018. 1 lett. (2012). Royal Academy of Engineering. ^ "Open Cascade at
FOSDEM 2020". "Le PTNB est mort, vive le Plan BIM 2022". Its initial task was to promote the SA BIM Protocol.[117] There are no mandated or national best practice BIM standards or protocols in South Africa. ^ "BIM Task Group - A UK Government Initiative". There has been little adoption of BIM in the built environment due to construction
industry resistance to changes or new ways of doing things. We want to thank all our users these past nine years. 5 March 2010. Archived from the original on 17 February 2021. ^ "5D BIM from Vico website". The "As-Built" BIM model is populated with relevant building component information such as product data and details, maintenance/operation
manuals, cut sheet specifications, photos, warranty data, web links to product online sources, manufacturer information and contacts, etc. ^ a b "NIBS BIM Initiatives". Archived from the original on 26 February 2017. (January 2022) Asia China China began its exploration on informatisation in 2001. 1 (3): 215–24. (1986) "Architectural design
exposed: from computer-aided-drawing to computer-aided-design" Environments and Planning B: Planning and Design 1986 March 7 pp 385-389. Please help update this article to reflect recent events or newly available information. McGraw Hill published a detailed report in 2012 on the status of BIM adoption and implementation in South Korea.[64]
United Arab Emirates Dubai Municipality issued a circular (196) in 2014 mandating BIM use for buildings of a certain size, height or type. Retrieved 8 October 2012. Free and open-source 3D CAD software FreeCADScreenshots from FreeCAD version 0.19Original author(s)Jürgen Riegel, Werner Mayer, Yorik van Havre[1][a]Initial release29 October
2002;19 years ago (2002-10-29)Stable release0.19.4[2] / 1 March 2022;2 months ago (1 March 2022) Repositorygithub.com/FreeCAD/FreeCAD Written inC++, PythonOperating systemLinuxmacOSUnixWindowsType3D Modeling, CAD, BIM, FEMLicenseLGPL-2.0-or-laterWebsitefreecadweb.org Interior of 3D house Arduino board imported from Eagle
PCB software FreeCAD is a general-purpose parametric 3D computer-aided design (CAD) modeler and a building information modeling (BIM) software application with finite element method (FEM) support.[3] It is intended for mechanical engineering product design but also expands to a wider range of uses around engineering, such as architecture
or electrical engineering. ISBN 978-0-415-71774-8 Kensek, Karen and Noble, Douglas (2014). ^ "A case study on constructing 3D / 4D BIM models from 2D drawings and paper-based documents using a school building project by S L Fan, S C Kang, S H Hsieh, Y H Chen, C H Wu, J R Juang". Garagnani, R. Archived from the original on 30 December

2014. The use of RDS-CW offers the prospect of integrating BIM with complementary international standards based classification systems being developed for the Power Plant sector.[32] Definition ISO 19650-1:2018 defines BIM as: Use of a shared digital representation of a built asset to facilitate design, construction and operation processes to form
a reliable basis for decisions.[33] The US National Building Information Model Standard Project Committee has the following definition: Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility. For more information on describing licenses in RDF and attaching those descriptions to digital
works, see CC REL in the Creative Commons wiki. ^ "BIM to enhance building capacity, create business opportunities nationwide – Fashola Archived 2019-12-05 at the Wayback Machine" (28 November 2019) The Sun, Nigeria. ^ KPMG and Arup. 4d CAD and Visualization in Construction: Developments and Applications by Raja R. Archived from the
original on 15 February 2013. ^ Cinti Luciani, S. ^ a b Eastman, Chuck; Tiecholz, Paul; Sacks, Rafael; Liston, Kathleen (2008). www.TheB1M.com. Development Bureau. ^ Solutions, WebCider Business. ^ BIMaS.sk Archived 2021-11-10 at the Wayback Machine, BIMaS website. "What's up with DWG adoption in free software?". Archived from the
original on 19 January 2019. ^ "Release weekly-builds · FreeCAD/FreeCAD-Bundle". Archived from the original on 10 November 2013. COBie was devised by Bill East of the United States Army Corps of Engineers in 2007,[25] and helps capture and record equipment lists, product data sheets, warranties, spare parts lists, and preventive maintenance
schedules. The supporting processes of building lifecycle management include cost management, construction management, project management, facility operation and application in green building. Purposes or dimensionality Some purposes or uses of BIM may be described as 'dimensions'. ^ "Adopt bim or be 'Betamaxed out' says Morrell". The US
National BIM Standard had largely been developed through volunteer efforts; NIBS aimed to create a national BIM programme to drive effective adoption at a national scale.[109] BIM is seen to be closely related to Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) where the primary motive is to bring the teams together early on in the project.[110] A full
implementation of BIM also requires the project teams to collaborate from the inception stage and formulate model sharing and ownership contract documents. stanford.edu. Rgd.nl. ISBN 978-1-118-76630-9 Eastman, Chuck; Teicholz, Paul; Sacks, Rafael; Liston, Kathleen (2011). ^ "cluster of digital construction". BIM additionally is able to aid in
collision detection, identifying the exact location of discrepancies. Please refer to our blog post for more information. Archived from the original on 18 May 2015. Procedia Engineering. Development of standards and adoption of BIM has progressed at different speeds in different countries; standards developed in the United Kingdom from 2007
onwards have formed the basis of international standard ISO 19650, launched in January 2019. 50/2016, art. State of BIM Adoption and Outlook in India (English). "Spain launches BIM strategy with pencilled-in 2018 mandate". ^ ISO 19650-1:2018, p. yorik.uncreated.net. ^ "Building Information Modeling (BIM) Guidelines and Standards for
Architects, Engineers, and Contractors" (PDF). One of the challenges to the proper maintenance and management of existing facilities is understanding how BIM can be utilized to support a holistic understanding and implementation of building management practices and "cost of ownership" principles that support the full product lifecycle of a
building. An American National Standard entitled APPA 1000 – Total Cost of Ownership for Facilities Asset Management incorporates BIM to factor in a variety of critical requirements and costs over the life-cycle of the building, including but not limited to: replacement of energy, utility, and safety systems; continual maintenance of the building
exterior and interior and replacement of materials; updates to design and functionality; and recapitalization costs. A 2013 survey of European BIM practice showed France in last place, but, with government support, in 2017 it had risen to third place with more than 30% of real estate projects carried out using BIM.[69] PTNB was superseded in 2018
by Plan BIM 2022,[70] administered by an industry body, the Association for the Development of Digital in Construction (AND Construction), founded in 2017, and supported by a digital platform, KROQI,[71] developed and launched in 2017 by CSTB (France's Scientific and Technical Centre for Building).[72] Germany In December 2015, the German
minister for transport Alexander Dobrindt announced a timetable for the introduction of mandatory BIM for German road and rail projects from the end of 2020.[73] Speaking in April 2016, he said digital design and construction must become standard for construction projects in Germany, with Germany two to three years behind The Netherlands and
the UK in aspects of implementing BIM.[74] Ireland In November 2017, Ireland's Department for Public Expenditure and Reform launched a strategy to increase use of digital technology in delivery of key public works projects, requiring the use of BIM to be phased in over the next four years.[75] Italy Through the new D.l. 50, in April 2016 Italy has
included into its own legislation several European directives including 2014/24/EU on Public Procurement. ^ "Building Information Modelling enters mainstream UK construction market". Archived from the original on 3 April 2013. ^ a b Smith, Deke (2007). necanet.org. "Sustainability Assessment through Green BIM for Environmental, Social and
Economic Efficiency". Noida, Uttar Pradesh" (PDF). ISBN 978-0-470-40235-1. The initiative intends Lithuania to adopt BIM, Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) and National Construction Classification as standard. France The French arm of buildingSMART, called Mediaconstruct (existing since 1989), is supporting digital transformation in France.
Archived 2019-04-01 at the Wayback Machine". ^ a b Lincoln H. ^ a b McPartland, Richard (11 September 2017). Mingucci (2012) "BIM tools and design intent. ISBN 9780367244187.. Retrieved 6 December 2016. ^ "Rethinking Construction – 10 years on?". ^ . ^ "Testing FEM Workbench of FreeCAD". Retrieved 25 August 2020. Handbook of
Research on Building Information Modeling and Construction Informatics: Concepts and Technologies, Information Science Publishing. Retrieved 18 April 2016. ISBN 978-0-470-23960-5 Kymmell, Willem (2008). BIM Handbook: a Guide to Building Information Modeling for owners, managers, designers, engineers, and contractors (1st ed.). Fulfilling
employer's information exchange requirements using COBie. ISBN 978-1-60566-928-1 Krygiel, Eddy and Nies, Brad (2008). Retrieved 2020-11-12. Lee, et al. Superseding the BIM levels approach, the framework describes an overarching approach to implementing BIM in the UK, giving free guidance on integrating the international ISO 19650 series
of standards into UK processes and practice.[101] National Building Specification (NBS) has published research into BIM adoption in the UK since 2011, and in 2020 published its 10th annual BIM report.[102] In 2011, 43% of respondents had not heard of BIM; in 2020 73% said they were using BIM.[102] North America Canada Several organizations
support BIM adoption and implementation in Canada: the Canada BIM Council (CANBIM, founded in 2008),[103] the Institute for BIM in Canada,[104] and buildingSMART Canada (the Canadian chapter of buildingSMART International).[105] United States Architectural BIM Modeling of Clinton Public Library, USA The Associated General Contractors
of America and US contracting firms have developed various working definitions of BIM that describe it generally as: an object-oriented building development tool that utilizes 5-D modeling concepts, information technology and software interoperability to design, construct and operate a building project, as well as communicate its details.[106]
Although the concept of BIM and relevant processes are being explored by contractors, architects and developers alike, the term itself has been questioned and debated[107] with alternatives including Virtual Building Environment (VBE) also considered. Archived from the original (PDF) on 26 June 2013. Archived from the original on 22 November
2021. ^ "The Future Is Now! Building Information Modeling (BIM)" (PDF). The first software tools developed for modelling buildings emerged in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and included workstation products such as Chuck Eastman's Building Description System[1] and GLIDE, RUCAPS, Sonata, Reflex and Gable 4D Series.[2][3] The early
applications, and the hardware needed to run them, were expensive, which limited widespread adoption.[4] Jonathan Ingram The pioneering role of applications such as RUCAPS, Sonata and Reflex has been recognized by Laiserin[5][unreliable source?] as well as the UK's Royal Academy of Engineering;[6] former GMW employee Jonathan Ingram
worked on all three products.[4] What became known as BIM products differed from architectural drafting tools such as AutoCAD by allowing the addition of further information (time, cost, manufacturers' details, sustainability, and maintenance information, etc.) to the building model.[citation needed] As Graphisoft had been developing such
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